TRAVEL-DIARY
deep cutting on to an exposed, curving ledge, built out
from the sandy slope of the hills. Far beneath, at the foot
of the precipice, lay a big village surrounded by trees and
cultivated fields, spreading down to the beaches of the
Yellow River, whose golden-red bluffs showed through a
faint haze behind the northern shore. Right ahead, tower-
ing into the western sky, was a jagged chain of gigantic
blue mountains. This might have been the valley of Rus-
kin's fairy story. No one could possibly have chosen a
more beautiful spot for a disaster.
The derailed locomotive lay on its side right on the very
edge of the embankment amidst wreckage and twisted
track. One coach had slithered half-way down the steep
sand-slope beneath* We asked Mr. Wong exactly how the
accident had happened. Two trains, he said, had been
travelling west, one very close behind the other. As they
rounded this curve a wheel had come off' a truck on the
rear train. Its driver, hearing the noise, had imagined that
the Japanese were firing at him from across the river and
had accelerated so violently that he collided with the
train in front and crashed off the rails. Nine people had
been killed and fifteen seriously injured. We asked if
there were many accidents on the Lung-Hai line, 60h
no,' said Mr.Wong, *wc*ve only had two in the last three
weeks,'
The new loop-track was laid already. Throughout the
long, hot morning, we watched the travelling crane as it
laboriously shifted the position of the damaged engine.
Mr, Wong took us down to lunch in the village: the hut in
which we ate was papered entirely with old copies of
American ^tabloids' and magazines, shipped out here by
the ton and sold for such architectural purposes. Wher-
ever you looked, the crimes of gangsters a&d the love-
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